
GO LIKE CLOCKWORK™ 
   Promotes regularity

   Delivers 2.9g of fibre per serving

   Provides roughage

BALANCE YOUR DIGESTIVE TRACT 
   Feeds “good” gut bacteria

   Normalizes bowel function

   Provides antioxidants

F E E L  T H E 
DAILY DIFFERENCE
Maintaining your health is an inside job. BaoLife™ feeds your 

intestinal tract the nutrients you need to have a smooth and 

productive day, every day.

BAOBAB 
FRUIT  
promotes regularity

INULIN 
balances good        
gut bacteria

KONJAC
weight loss/appetite 
suppressant* 

ACEROLA 
& CRANBERRY  
extracts provide 
antioxidants

HIGH IN FIBRE

MAINTAIN YOUR WEIGHT* 
   Suppresses appetite

   Keeps you feeling full

   Reduces cravings



   

Roughage  
for easier and  

smoother elimination

   

A feeling of fullness 
so it’s easier to 

manage your weight

   

Food for “good” 
gut bacteria for 

overall well-being

Less than  
3x per week

Always 
hungry

Weight 
gain

3 SIGNS YOU 
NEED MORE 

FIBRE
1 2 3

The science is simple: Love your digestive system and it will love you back.  
And one of the best ways to show your gut some affection is to feed it plenty of fibre. As an 

important part of a healthy diet, fibre provides: 

W I T H  F I B R E , 

IT’S NOT ONE 
AND DONE 

Fibre has a positive effect on your body, but no one fibre 
does everything. That’s why BaoLife has five different 
kinds of naturally sourced fibre. With 2.9g of fibre per 
serving, BaoLife can help you go like clockwork.

BAOBAB FRUIT:

PECTIN

INULIN

  Useful for regularity of 

     intestinal transit

KONJAC GLUCOMANNAN
  Derived from konjac root      
     (Amorphophallus konjac)

  Suppresses appetite*

  Soluble fibre

  Derived from lemons and apples
  Soluble fibre

FRUCTO OLIGOSACCHARIDES (FOS)
  Derived from chicory
  Insoluble fibre

  Derived from chicory

  Soluble fibre

  Feeds good bacteria in your gut
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F I B R E  D O E S  
DIGESTION GOOD

The unfortunate reality is that most people consume far less than the recommended daily amount 

of fibre. BaoLife helps fill this gap.

5 
FIBRE

HIGH IN FIBRE



  Go like 

 clockwork

  Maintain

     your weight* 

  Balance 

 your gut

P OW E R  O F

ANTIOXIDANTS


Derived from 
baobab, cranberry 

and acerola extracts 


Protects cells 

from free-radical 
damage

BaoLife is a five-fibre fruit drink powder with baobab fruit and other plant-based ingredients  

to keep your digestive system working like clockwork and your gut bacteria in balance.

CLOCKWORK
G O  L I K E



BaoLife provides five kinds of  
naturally sourced fibre — including  
the remarkable baobab (BEY-oh-bab) 
fruit — and antioxidants from two 
different fruit extracts. Plus, it helps 
balance beneficial gut bacteria. 

ANCIENT TREE. MODERN MARVEL.

Known as the “tree of life” or “upside down 

tree,” the magnificent African baobab 

(Adansonia digitata L.) is a symbol of longevity 

because it has survived the extreme conditions 

of sub-Saharan Senegal for centuries. It is also 

one of the oldest tree species on earth.

H O W  I S  B A O L I F E  
DIFFERENT?

100% ORGANIC FROM TREE TO POWDER

Full of nutritional goodness — with fibre and vitamin C topping the list — the pulp of the baobab fruit 

dehydrates naturally in the shell, so heat and chemical drying agents are never used. Because the fruit 

is harvested by hand and baobab trees grow wild without pesticides or herbicides, the powder used in 

BaoLife is 100% organic.

GENTLE, ECO-FRIENDLY PROCESSING

Because baobab fruit is gently harvested by hand, 

the tree is never damaged and will continue to live 

for centuries. 

 
   Hand harvesting means the tree is                       

      not damaged and lives for centuries

   Source of income for local, rural           

      farmers — 90% are women

   Gathered during the dry season, allowing        

      fruit to naturally dehydrate on tree

* Results may vary. Taking 3g of glucomannan a day can definitely be helpful for weight loss. BaoLife contains 1,1g of glucomannan per 10g serving. Modest caloric intake, 
balanced diet, and regular physical activity should be part of a healthy weight-management program. 
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